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Le Cheval 

"Quick Service & Large Portions"

A staple of Vietnamese cuisine in Old Oakland, Le Cheval has been

serving patrons for over a quarter of a century. Their vast, decorative

dining hall is ideal for large gatherings, as is their "Bo 7 Mon" meal, seven

courses of beef cooked and served at the table. Le Cheval features an

extensive menu, serving specialties in beef, poultry, fish, salad, and rice,

along with a full bar. If the menu size seems daunting, there are always

favorites to rely on, like the claypot fish or appetizing Imperial Rolls.

 +1 510 763 8495  www.lecheval.com/  1007 Clay Street, Oakland CA

 by Doug Letterman   

Drake's Dealership 

"Under the Oakland Sky"

Drake's Dealership is a cozy neighborhood restaurant and bar located in

Uptown, Oakland. Set in a large and spacious former warehouse that is

reminiscent of a green-house, this eatery is child-friendly until 9pm.

Exposed brick-walls, lantern-lit trees, small tables and fire pits under an

open sky give this bar the perfect ambiance for an intimate date night.

Enjoy a wide range of cold local craft-beers on tap along with tasty food

dishes like wood-fired New Haven-style pizzas, fish & chips, Roy's rib

basket or BBQ pork sandwich. The perfect trendy, relaxed and laid-back

ambiance here will make you want to visit and again!

 +1 510 833 6649  drinkdrakes.com/visit/deal

ership/

 dealership@drakesbrewing

.com

 2325 Broadway, Oakland CA
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Homeroom 

"Ooey Gooey Goodness"

If you're in the mood for some ultimate comfort food, look no further than

Homeroom. This cute, airy restaurant decorated with all things school

paraphernalia specializes in one thing: Mac & Cheese. And this isn't your

grandma's blue box of "Mac N Cheese" as the different varieties range

from your classic cheddar mac to more adventurous versions like goat

cheese mac, trailer mac with hot dog and crushed potato chips, Mexican

mac with chorizo, chipotle, jack cheese and cilantro, and even vegan or

gluten free mac so noone is left out. Some of the varieties are constant

staples while others change from time to time. All dishes can have various

different ingredients and crunchy toppings added to them. In addition to

the cheesy goodness, Homeroom also features various breakfast and

lunch special sandwiches, homemade desserts and a delicious selection

of local beers and wines.

 +1 510 597 0400  homeroom510.com/  400 40th Street, Oakland CA
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Cactus Taqueria 

"Bright Dining"

You might think that this place with its faux adobe paint job and bright red

tables was moved lock, stock and barrel from Mexico itself. The food

tastes authentic, too, but the great news here is that it's made without lard

and the cooks use cooking techniques that keep the cholesterol down at

every stop in the cooking process. The results are delicious and virtually

indistinguishable from its more calorie-rich counterparts. Agua fresca and

both Mexican and local microbrewery beers are also available from the

friendly and quick wait staff.

 +1 510 658 6180  www.cactustaqueria.com  5642 College Ave, Oakland CA
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